National Sumit on Cardiology, Diabetology and Electrocardiology

Announcement


Venue: Hotel Jehan Numa Palace, Shamla Hills, Bhopal (MP).

Under Auspices of ICP, ICC, ISCPT, API MP, API CH, WC Railways and IMA Bhopal.

For any information please contact: Dr. PC Manoria, Organizing Chairman, CDE Summit - 04, E-5/103, Arera Colony, Bhopal 462016.
Tel.: 0755-2422299; Mobile: 9827074602; E-mail: pmanoria@rediffmail.com

APGCON 2004

Announcement


For further details please contact: Dr. Mukul A Vyas (Organising Secretary), Yogi Hospital, Silvassa, D and N. H. (U. T.), Ph. No.: (0260) 2642301, 2642302, E-mail: yogi123hosp@yahoo.com, Website: www.midapgcon2004.com;
Dr. Devang Desai (Organising Secretary), Riddhi Siddhi Aptt., Mullavadi, Valsad. Ph. No.: (02632) 243833.